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Abstract: Finding out the vulnerability of each district in the 

state of Andhra Pradesh for determining which districts are at risk 
and which districts are in safe for livelihood. Based on nine 
important factors such as crop yield, employee, literacy, livestock, 
population, rainfall, roads, and social along with sub factors 
associated with them we can obtain efficient results. Based on 
these we can determine the vulnerability scores for each district 
and find out best and worst districts. Further we can develop the 
vulnerable district by using suitable measures. Also we must find 
out the most impacting attributes on the final score so that those 
attributes can also be considered for reducing the risk of 
livelihood associated with a district. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Determining the vulnerability of districts is useful for 
finding out suitable livelihood districts and also for 
development of a district. Vulnerability of a district can be 
identified based on nine factors such as crop yield, employee, 
literacy, livestock, population, rainfall, roads, and social. It 
requires analyzing each district based on all factors and 
determining which districts are vulnerable. We calculate the 
vulnerability using statistical methods. It is also necessary to 
consider several sub attributes for efficient results. Thereby 
we can determine the most vulnerable districts and take 
necessary precautions to reduce the risk of livelihood.  
The existing system consists of analyzing the district based on 
individual attributes and determines its vulnerability over a 
single attribute. Using this developments take place to recover 
the district from the vulnerability. The existing system only 
deals with basic level of information. 

Disadvantages: 

The existing system results in the following drawbacks: 
 Less Efficiency 
 Inaccurate 
 Expensive 
 Takes more time 
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II. PROPOSED WORK 

Our goal is to find an analytical framework to characterize 
vulnerability of rural livelihood systems on a district scale is 
proposed. Nine types of attributes namely, crop yield data,  
employee data, literacy data, livestock data, population data, 
rainfall data, roads data, social data are used to characterize 
vulnerabilities. The attributes are measured at different scales 
and in different units. The analysis is carried out in three 
stages. In the first stage, the data of the attributes will be 
normalized and we calculate average to find out the score of 
that particular attribute and we come to know which district 
stands at top and which district stands at low. In the second 
stage, we calculate the overall score of each district based on 
9 attributes scores by calculating overall average for each 
district. Based on these scores we can identify which district is 
more vulnerable and which district is least vulnerable. In the 
third stage, we construct correlation matrix based on which 
we can find at what scale does each attribute effect the final 
score, so that we find out the most effecting attributes that 
decide the vulnerability of district. Later we can send these 
attributes and scores to government to develop the vulnerable 
districts. 
Advantages: 
The proposed system results in the following advantages: 

 Fast and accurate results. 
 Considers several attributes along with sub 

attributes. 
 Visualization. 
 Finds most effecting attributes based on 

correlation.  

III. APPROACH 

Load Dataset:  Initially the data set contained in excel sheet 
must be loaded into the module. Operations will be performed 
on loaded data set and results will be obtained. 
 
Data Preprocessing:  The data loaded must be processed to 
remove redundancy or missing data. Data contains multiple 
attributes in different formats and all these must be converted 
into single format so that analyzing and processing will be 
easy. Some fields may be missing and these must be filled for 
accurate results. Finally entire processed data must be 
converted into a single format so that machine can understand 
and process data efficiently 
 

Analyze Multiple Attributes About States: All the 
attributes are analyzed as per requirement based on 
correlation between the attributes and the threshold values 
given. 
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Determine The Vulnerability Of Each District: After 
analyzing the attributes, vulnerability scores for each district 
will be obtained and based on these scores, best district will 
be predicted. 

IV. PYCHARM 

PyCharm is the most popular IDE for Python, and includes 
great features such as excellent code completion and 
inspection with advanced debugger and support for web 
programming and various frameworks. PyCharm is created by 
Czech company, Jet brains which focusses on creating 
integrated development environment for various web 
development languages like JavaScript and PHP. PyCharm 
offers some of the best features to its users and developers in 
the following aspects   

• Code completion and inspection.  
• Advanced debugging.  
• Support for web programming and frameworks 
such as Django and Flask.  

 
Features of PyCharm : 
Besides, a developer will find PyCharm comfortable to work 
with because of the features mentioned below −  
 
Code Completion  
PyCharm enables smoother code completion whether it is for 
built in or for an external package.  
 
SQLAlchemy as Debugger  
You can set a breakpoint, pause in the debugger and can see 
the SQL representation of the user expression for SQL 
Language code. 
 
Git Visualization in Editor  
When coding in Python, queries are normal for a developer. 
You can check the last commit easily in PyCharm as it has the 
blue sections that can define the difference between the last 
commit and the current one.  
 
Code Coverage in Editor  
You can run .py files outside PyCharm Editor as well marking 
it as code coverage details elsewhere in the project tree, in the 
summary section etc.  
 
Package Management  
All the installed packages are displayed with proper visual 
representation. This includes list of installed packages and the 
ability to search and add new packages.  
 
Local History  
Local History is always keeping track of the changes in a way 
that complements like Git. Local history in PyCharm gives 
complete details of what is needed to rollback and what is to 
be added.  
 
Refactoring  
Refactoring is the process of renaming one or more files at a 
time and PyCharm includes various shortcuts for a smooth 
refactoring process.  

V. DATASETS 

 
Fig 5.1: Crop Yield Dataset 

 

 
 

Fig 5.2: Employee Dataset 
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Fig 5.3: Income Dataset 

 
Fig 5.4: Literacy Dataset 

 

Fig 5.5: Livestock Dataset 

 
Fig 5.6: Population Dataset 

 
Fig 5.7: Rainfall Dataset 

 
Fig 5.8: Roads Dataset 
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Fig 5.9: Social Dataset 

VI. RESULTS 

 
Description: Graph for Crop Yield data 

 

Description:  Graph for Employee data 

 

 
Description: Graph for Income data 

 

 
Description: Graph for Literacy data 

 

 
Description: Graph for Livestock data 
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Description: Graph for Population data 

 

 
Description: Graph for Rainfall data 

 
 

 
Description: Graph for Roads data 

 

 
Description: Graph for Social data 

 

 
Description: Graph representing final score for each 

district 

 
Description: Correlation matrix between all attributes 

and final score 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

At present we are calculating scores of each district 
considering nine attributes and we determine the vulnerable 
districts. Here we are determining vulnerability of a district 
using present data. Further we can analyze past few years data 
and predict the vulnerability of district in future and take 
actions beforehand to reduce risk. Moreover we can analyze 
individual attributes and predict its behavior in future and 
managing it can reduce the vulnerability. Hence by predicting 
the future behavior, we can reduce the vulnerability and 
increase the districts livelihood environment. 

Finally we obtained scores for each district and we found 
out the vulnerable districts. So we can know which districts 
are at danger for livelihood and which districts are safe for 
livelihood. We also found the most affecting parameters using 
correlation matrix based on which we can reduce the 
vulnerability of districts by developing the district over that 
attribute. We also visualized each and every attribute and 
using bar graphs determine which district is at top and which 
district is at lowest position in every aspect. 
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